Fred: Yes and this ‘prism’ if you will, is a complex lens which Merlin and I attempt, and have always attempted, to peer through
within the production of our work. So, the title alludes to this kind of fantastical, playful, and alternate perceptions that we are
o ered in life- if we look close enough. Where we are seeking to capture a ‘shot’ in time and to deeply explore the disconnect
between humans and the landscape, leading the medium of painting away from traditional subjects, thus transforming the way we
think and interact within the space in which we live and communicate on a global scale. Much of the foundation for the show is
embedded in this idea of how the role of the painter has dramatically shifted from venturing out and painting in the elds like in
the early 20th and 21st century to now dealing with the circumstances of painting admist a contemporary urban environment.
Quite frankly, our work is just a major response to these societal transformations.
What does it mean to be ‘Urban’ exactly?
Fred: Exactly, what does this mean? We are engaging with this question, while remaining considerate and in tune with the
juxtaposition of people against surfaces, all of which we attempt to bring to fruition in an almost abstract way.
So the two of you have been exploring these intricate realms for some time now.How did you know that it was time to take this
conversation to the next level with a group show, and better yet, how were you sure which artists would t best?
Fred: We (the ve of us, including myself) have always been aware of how similarly each of our work tends to treat the above
mentioned themes which we wish to fully extrapolate. Even though we might live in various cities or have alternate backgrounds
from one another, we all share a similar aesthetic connection. Stylistically our works might ‘appear’ di erent, but we somehow t on
the same page, or at least in the same chapter. We are all attempting to explore parallel concepts which intrinsically both e ect
and characterize the nal executions inherent in our work. With this in mind, Merlin and I took it upon ourselves to approach Kristen
Hjellegjerde, the gallery founder and Curator of Art Eco, explaining our concept and aims. And she couldn’t have been more
supportive.
Merlin: Conjointly, our work speaks inquisitively to one another, where these di erences are both welcomed, and necessary in
delivering the best complimentary dialogue. We all have relatable stories to tell, we just do so in our own way, and our uniqueness
and individuality is only strengthened when our works are juxtaposed amongst one another, allowing for a more comprehensive
and corresponding narrative to become provoked and elaborately questioned.
Merlin, what is the narrative you wish to express?
Merlin: In my most recent work, I am attempting to playfully render paint in order to express what it means to be a painter. I am
deeply a ected by my surroundings both environmental and man made. Inspiring brushstrokes which consist of combinations of
clean, geometric forms with organic swathes and slashes of paint, and in some places, the works can tend, I guess you could say,
to have an almost Cubist element to them. The colours in my work are a reference to my travels and admiration of artwork found
in Japanese artists such as Hiroshige and Hokusai. Using cascading and fallen elements of our world in the work appeals to me,
making a reworked patchwork of our world, or some world, while simultaneously weaving together a contrasting variety of
interests I have. So I am investigating the process of making in various di erent ways, putting together constructions that are
talking about painting but also about the way they are being made. The process is purposefully shown in the pieces so that you
can get an understanding. However, I don’t want them to be completely nished, prissy or over polished. And in the same respect,
I do not wish for them to be works in progress, but rather a working model so people can visualize for themselves how the
compositions become organically constructed. I want people to read a bit more into it, and raise questions of their own.
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Fallen Geometry, Merlin Ramos 2013 (Acrylic and oil on canvas)
Fred: Yes. I think this is a theme which weighs heavy within many of our works.
Fred, how would you describe your narrative or process?
Fred: I use torn posters from underground tube platforms as inspiration for my ‘collage like paintings’. With the torn poster,
sometimes, or most of the time, it is quite accidental and many of the posters I choose to incorporate are only going to be on
display to the public for a short time- as living in a fast paced city like London usually ensues. But these posters are valuable, as
they represent shared memories of time. Memories that all walks of life experience together even though they might hardly think
twice about this and quickly wisk past them towards their daily obligations on a diurnal basis.
Have you always been interested in this kind of representation?
Fred: In the past my work dealt with gures, but I have spent alot of time relearning and re-harnessing foundational skills which has
led me to take these practices to another level. I would say that these ‘new’ practices intertwined with my fascination of the
contrast between various materials and natural decay could accurately sum up my work. There are times when I see a big blank
advertising or construction board that commands such an entrancing presence. They can contain such a unique, almost totemic
quality that I feel immediately inclined to recreate the composition while adding my own story to it.
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Green Park, Fred Sorrell, 2013
Merlin: your new work is predicated on a much stronger and deeper notion of form and balance. So meticulously rendered, yet it
still obtains a freedom all on it’s own.
Fred: Deciding to stray away from gure painting was kind of a huge call for me and a massive stylistic decision. But even though
these creative developments have occurred, on both my end and yours, we have still maintained these gestural free owing
strokes, while still executing a concentrated e ort and clean presentation.
Merlin: Clean, yet free. We have almost contrived this type of technique from living in a city like London where one minute you
have a glistening and commanding architectural structure like the Shard, and then just 4 blocks further, the environment becomes
a bit rusty and raw, which is just as an important component to the construction of a big city as its glossy and seemingly arti cial
counterparts. Every city has a rich history. As Fred says, We should take the time to ‘Peel back the layers’.There is always so much
random constructing and deconstructing both underground and above. We are just trying our best to capture what it all means, or
more importantly, how it aids in de ning the state of our current existence.
So, how do Louise Thomas, Ingri Haraldsen and Haroun Haward t into the mix?
Fred: Louise Thomas’s work obtains a built up, collaging e ect. Her work also deeply explores the meeting point of landscape,
memory, and architecture. While simultaneously attempting to capture eeting moments of experience. She questions the
architectural structures she nds within her political and historical context and weaves them into her own subjective perspective
causing for an alluring and captivating scene. They convey the cosmopolitan dream of escape mixed with the uncanny as they
critique the mechanical structures of contemporary tourism, leisure and entertainment industries.
Merlin: Louise and I also met at Falmouth and having known each other for some time now are inevitably very much inspired by
each other. Our styles used to be much more similar, but have now become quite di erent as we both have grown and evolved. It
is fascinating how Louise’s studio is in Berlin and mine is here in London (Tottenham) and we obviously hold the same ideals and
wish to project the same messages, but have entirely di erent routes to get there. This is what is so enchanting about this group
exhibition.
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After the Orchestra, Louise Thomas, 2013 (oil on canvas)
And Ingri?
Merlin: Although she works with pencils and her compositions are black and white or grey, they tend to be, if you will, strikingly
di erent from mine. However, the idea of construction of cities through the layering up e ect- or collaging is just the same. She
builds things together through pencil and I do through painting- we are both creating something that is almost pseudo 3d. It is not
meant to be a sculpture but it is meant to have elements which cascade down the canvas.
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Time at a Stop, Ingri Haraldsen, 2013
Fred: It was actually Merlin’s idea to bring Ingri into the show as he thought she would be a great contrast to the rest of our works.
Merlin: Ingri has a really delicate way of expressing work on paper extremely well. She also has an eloquent way of describing, in a
slightly more mythological way, what we are trying to say with this idea of ‘Shot’. Where mine would not be so mythological, but
rather more literal in my interpretations of dealing with architecture and landscape.
Ostensibly, Haroun Haward has known Sorrell for years through mutual friends. And just to kick things up- or back- he has planted
a bit of an allusive spin into the frame of the show. Haward has decided to feature only one massive diptych comprised of oil on
wooden panels. His contribution is part of an ongoing series he has been working on this year, part of an investigation into
museum culture and archiving. For him, Ancient mythology speaks both to his love of storytelling as well as his interest in museum
cultures and engaging with shared histories, exploring art history, the history of man and how we re ect on our past by connecting
with antiquity. His work speaks to the interest of this intellectual duality. He feels these narratives give us insights into the worlds of
the ancients, but also perpetuate the mysteries of what has gone before. Expanding on this duality and tension, both panels of his

diptych feature paintings of objects on plinths, which in turn are then lled in with patterns, motifs and designs from various
sources, darkening silhouettes with tinted layers of linseed oil, trapping them, encasing them into what almost feels like a painterly
vitrine.
Just to give you somewhat of an idea, although it will not be in the show -this is one of Haward’s past works
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The Prodigal Son Amongst the Pigs, Haroun Haward, 2012 (Acrylic, oil, and spraypaint on wood Panels)
Merlin: Haroun’s work is a cultural history which has kind of stopped in time where as mine is stopping the construction of cities
and looking at building sites- where Fred is putting together constructions of shapes and colors where some of them almost
cascade into one another dripping in and out of perceptions of time.
How many works do each of you plan to o er?
Fred: I have eight (including the one featured above)
Merlin: I would like to hang six (including the one featured above) But, I am not quite sure which 6 it will be. I am predicting it will
come down to much trial and error and ensuring that all of the spacial and aesthetic circumstances coincide with the rest of the
works which will be featured.
How are you planning to hang all of the works before the show opens?
Fred: We (all ve of us) have decided to hang the works around Haroun’s diptych in order to coherently solidify and thread
together the narrative we are all attempting to tell.(Except Ingri Haraldsen, as she is pregant, based in Norway and is unable to be

present for both the hanging and the opening- but has been in thorough communication with Hjellegjerde and her other 4 start
points). We all thought it was important to be there hanging our works together, bouncing ideas o one another and playing with
the operative and transitional space ArtEco has to o er. Like the collaging technique which our work collectively exempli es, we
are con dent the presentation embedded within the curation process, will balance in all the right ways. Where the voices of the
ve points will weave together providing for a perfectly juxtaposed yet harmonious, colourful journey for our viewers.

